Abstract -The ectoparasitic mite Varroa destructor is a key threat for European honeybee subspecies (Apis mellifera ) globally. However, some A. mellifera populations are known to survive mite infestations by means of natural selection (naturally surviving), likely due to reduced mite reproductive success. The effect of small brood cell size on mite reproductive success has not been investigated in these surviving populations and we have little knowledge of its relationship with mite-surviving traits. Here we tested the impact of smaller worker brood cell size on mite reproductive success in susceptible and naturally surviving colonies in Norway. The data show that mite reproductive success was significantly reduced in smaller cells in susceptible colonies (higher rates of nonreproduction, delayed reproduction, and male absence), but not in the surviving colonies. The results support the claim that smaller cell size can have an impact on V. destructor reproductive success, but this seems not to work in tandem with mite-surviving mechanisms favored by natural selection.
INTRODUCTION
There is consensus that the ectoparasitic mite Varroa destructor is at present the most impactful global influence on the health of managed honeybees (Apis mellifera ) of European origin (Dahle 2010; Genersch et al. 2010; Neumann and Carreck 2010; Rosenkranz et al. 2010; VanEngelsdorp et al. 2011) . This invasive Asian mite carries out its entire reproductive cycle within the capped brood cells of the honeybee host, exposing both adults and juveniles to infestations (Rosenkranz et al. 2010) . Since its invasion, this mite has become a potent vector for a number of viruses and altered the virulence of some pathogens to the point where they have become a lethal problem (Martin 2001; Chen et al. 2006; Dainat et al. 2012) . Generally, colonies of European honeybee subspecies have no effective defense against the mite and parasite populations generally increase at an exponential rate until colonies collapse under viral pressure within 2 to 3 years (Sammataro et al. 2000; Rosenkranz et al. 2010; Dainat et al. 2012) .
At present, beekeepers use a range of acaricides, which can often result in the development of resistance in the mite, contamination of bee products, and undesired side effects on the bees themselves (reviewed by Rosenkranz et al. (2010) . Regular mite treatments also prevent adaptation to the selection pressure of this novel parasite (Neumann and Blacquière 2017) . Indeed, over the past 17 years, several distinct, untreated populations of European honeybee subspecies have been documented to survive V. destructor infestations due to natural selection (Fries et al. 2006 , Le Conte et al. 2007 , Seeley 2007 Mikheyev et al. 2015; Oddie et al. 2017 , reviewed by Locke 2016 . The means by which they achieve this is likely their ability to reduce V. destructor reproductive success by approximately 30% (Locke 2016; Oddie et al. 2017) . A number of mechanisms have been put forward as contributors to such reduced mite reproductive success (Rinderer et al. 2001; Salvy et al. 2001; Harris et al. 2010; Locke et al. 2014; Oddie et al. 2018) . Among these, the reduction of cell size has been proposed as an effective solution that beekeepers can employ. It is hypothesized that a smaller cell size limits the number of foundresses that can invade a cell and makes it difficult for mites to move within, a necessary action throughout the reproductive process. It may also increase instances of entrapment, where the mite is pinned between the brood cell wall and the silk cocoon spun by the pupating larvae, effectively immobilizing and ultimately killing the foundress, preventing reproduction entirely. As a natural trait, a smaller cell size has been found in the surviving African and Africanized A. mellifera populations; however, as a mechanical method of controlling V. destructor managed by European beekeepers, evidence has been mixed, with studies supporting (De Jong and Morse 1988; De Ruijter and Calis 1988; Message and Gonçalves 1995; Piccirillo and De Jong 2003; Maggi et al. 2010) and refuting the effect (Ellis et al. 2009; Taylor et al. 2008; Berry et al. 2009 ). Aside from this ambiguity, interactions with other surviving mechanisms have not yet been thoroughly investigated: Small cell size can increase honeybee responsiveness to certain hygienic tests, such as the example provided by Olszewski et al. (2014) ; bees on small cell size tended to remove pin-killed brood faster than bees on a larger cell size Though known surviving African/ized populations have a smaller cell size, the role small cell size plays in populations of naturally-surviving European honeybees is currently not known. Interestingly, colonies of the recently documented Norwegian surviving population (Oddie et al. 2017) were selected for resistance while on a comb foundation cell size of 4.93 mm, smaller than the conventional size of 5.3 mm. This population did not display higher levels of grooming or mite-targeted brood removal, but the observed reduction in reproductive success was evidently due to a brood care behavior termed Bcell recapping^in which cells during pupal development (and mite reproduction) were opened, exposing them to changes in temperature and humidity (Oddie et al. 2018 ). Our study is aimed at comparing the impact of small cell size between naturally-surviving honeybees and their susceptible counterparts. We intend to analyze mite reproductive success in a depth not commonly used by previous studies on cell size. Given that small cell size may play a significant role in reducing mite reproduction, we expect that manipulating the cell size will yield effects on mite reproductive success in both surviving and susceptible colonies and may act synergistically with the adult-mediated trait present in surviving colonies.
METHODS
The experiments were conducted in the Oslo region of Norway. In order to track the interaction of cell size and the surviving phenotype in the surviving population, 10 local susceptible queenright A. mellifera colonies from a donor apiary were chosen for their high V. destructor mite infestation rates (~10-50% brood infestation), this was done to ensure sufficient mites were available to conduct the study as the surviving population yielded consistently low mite numbers and brood infestation rates over several years. Two brood frames from each donor colony were distributed among the colonies in two separate apiaries5 0 km apart. The first receiver apiary contained only local V. destructor susceptible stock, reared on a standard large brood cell size (wax foundation size 5.3 mm). Grooming and mite-targeted brood removal were not found at any significant level (Oddie et al. 2017) . The second receiver apiary contained bees of a local surviving stock (Oddie et al. 2017) . These bees were reared on the small cell size used in this study (wax foundation size 4.93 mm) and they too did not display high levels of the aforementioned adult bee behaviors. Five colonies in each receiver apiary were chosen randomly to take one frame of each of the two foundation base sizes. Prior to the swap, each donor colony was provided with one frame of large cell comb (5.3 mm) and one frame of small cell comb (4.93 mm). Small cell size frames were built out by the bees that had been reared on the small comb size to obtain an accurate Bactual^cell size. This was done because bees reared on larger cells build out small comb much less accurately (Taylor et al. 2008) . Queens were caged on built frames for a period of 48 h. Brood was left in the donor colonies for 9 days until just after the capping phase (Dietemann et al. 2012) and then transferred to the receiver apiaries. Frames were kept in receiver colonies for a period of 10 days, allowing enough time for honeybee brood to develop and juvenile mite stages to mature to a point where mite reproduction could be properly measured (Martin 1995; Dietemann et al. 2012) . Frames were then removed and stored at -20°C until cells could be dissected. Brood cells were opened in a horizontal line beginning in the middle of the brood patch and skipping three rows progressively above and below each previously examined line to ensure even sampling across the patch. Bee brood was aged according to Martin (1995) and measured in stage instead of exact age because the exact age of brood could not be guaranteed. Mite stages were identified using the ontogenetic developmental chart by Martin (1995) and recorded for each cell. Multiple foundress events were included in the analysis of viable female offspring because our interest lay in the overall reproductive success of the mite population on each frame rather than success of the individual. Moreover, the number of foundresses also had the potential to interact with cell size. For the binary measures of reproductive success (i.e., delayed reproduction, non-reproduction, and male presence), only cells containing a single foundress were included, as multiple foundresses in a cell make these parameters impossible to determine accurately. Using the brood and mite stage, we were able to determine the average number of viable female offspring produced per foundress and whether each foundress in a single-infested cell was displaying delayed mite reproduction (retarded production of viable female offspring), nonreproduction (failure to produce viable female offspring), and infertility (no offspring). Male mite presence was recorded as well as the number of foundresses in each cell. The measure of viable female mite offspring was defined as the number of female offspring that had the potential to emerge successfully given an appropriate stage of the brood and was in a cell that also contained a male (Corrêa-Marques et al. 2003; Locke et al. 2012) . Taylor et al. (2008) found that the actual cell size drawn from foundation can show variation from the foundation size. Therefore, the actual cell size was measured: using calipers to take the length of 10 cells and obtain an average cell size of those 10; this measurement was repeated on each frame five times. Foundation size and actual cell size were both considered in this study.
Statistical analyses
Cell size was compared between treatment groups by performing a Mann-Whitney U test on the average cell sizes of each colony. This test was also used to look at whether the foundation size affected the final comb cell size. R statistical analysis software (R Core Team 2008) and the LME4 package (Bates et al. 2015) were used to perform general linear models and mixed-effects models to test the effect of actual cell size and foundation base size on the average number of viable female offspring per foundress. Models were fitted by maximum likelihood (Laplace approximation). Foundation size, actual cell size, brood stage, and foundress number for each cell were added as fixed effects; foundress number and brood stage are both known to influence mite reproductive success and offspring estimates (Fuchs and Langenbach 1989; Martin 1995) . The donor colony that housed each frame prior to the experiment was set as a random effect to account for between-colony variance. The data from both apiaries (surviving and susceptible) were analyzed together and then split and analyzed separately to examine possible interacting effects between colony type and actual cell/ foundation base size. Similar models were created for the variables of non-reproduction, delayed reproduction, male presence, and infestation rates. Models were adjusted to account for the binomial nature of the data using the logit function. Minimum adequate models were isolated by removing non-significant terms and reducing models to include only parameters that significantly affected variation in the response variable. Dispersion Cell size effect on mite-surviving bees parameters were monitored for all models and found to be within a reasonable range.
RESULTS
The average cell size measured on the combs of the donor colonies did not differ significantly between surviving and susceptible receiver colonies (Mann-Whitney U = 9.00, n 1 = 10 n 2 = 9, p > 0.05, two-tailed, surviving mean = 5.29 ± 0.23, susceptible mean = 5.20 ± 0.22). Average cell size on frames given to surviving colonies was between 4.92 and 5.53 mm and average cell size provided to susceptible colonies was between 4.93 and 5.50 mm. Cell sizes on the large foundation were overall significantly larger than those built on the small foundation (Mann-Whitney U = 7.00, n 1 = 10 n 2 = 9, p < 0.05, two-tailed, mean for large = 5.44 ± 0.06, mean for small = 5.09 ± 0.20). When foundation size was analyzed, there was no significant difference in the average number of viable female offspring per foundress between the large and small cell bases (Table I , χ 2 = 0.69, p = 0.405, mean viable offspring count for large foundation = 1.09 ± 0.34, mean viable offspring count for small foundation = 1.10 ± 0.15). However, when actual cell size was investigated, it was found that there was a significant interacting effect between cell size and whether the colony was from the surviving or susceptible group (Table I , n = 832, χ 2 = 5.48, p = 0.019). When colony groups were analyzed separately, it was found that in susceptible colonies, small cell size correlated significantly with a reduced number of viable female offspring in cells (n = 410, χ 2 = 4.86, p = 0.028, Figure 1 ). No significant effect was found in the surviving colonies (n = 422, χ 2 = 0.64, p = 0.423, Figure 1 ). In susceptible colonies, frames with a smaller average cell size had higher rates of mite non-reproduction ( Figure 2a , Table II , n = 301, χ 2 = 6.32, p = 0.012), and delayed reproduction (Figure 2b , Table II , n = 301, χ 2 = 5.30, p = 0.021). Male mite presence was also lower on frames with a smaller cell size (Figure 2c , Table II , n = 301, χ 2 = 6.61, p = 0.010). Cell size did not yield a significant impact on the levels of infertility (Table II , χ 2 = 0.59, p = 0.441). None of the binomial parameters were found to be significantly affected by actual cell size in surviving colonies Table I . Mixed-effects model outputs outlining the effect of foundation size and actual cell size on the viable female offspring count per cell. Models fitted by maximum likelihood. Minimum adequate models were isolated by excluding non-significant terms. (Table II) . Finally, infestation rates were slightly lower on frames with a smaller average cell size in susceptible receiver colonies (Figure 2d , n = 1898, χ 2 = 260.13, p < 0.001) but no significant pattern could be found in surviving receiver colonies (Figure 2d , n = 1529, χ 2 = 1.98, p = 0.160).
DISCUSSION
Our data support the conclusion that smaller worker brood cell size can significantly contribute to the overall reduced reproductive success of V. destructor mites in susceptible colonies and may contribute to lower infestation rates; however, this effect was not significant in surviving colonies known to possess cell recapping as a mitesurviving trait (Oddie et al. 2018) . The effect of cell size may be masked by these traits in surviving colonies, or else it is not present. Regardless, a small cell size does not appear to work in tandem with mite resistance traits favored by natural selection in the surviving Norwegian population.
Cell size differences were comparable between surviving and susceptible test colonies and there was an observable distinction between large and small cell size foundation; however, foundation size did not yield significant differences in mite fecundity among surviving or susceptible bees. This is likely due to the fact that some frames built up from small cell foundation actually yielded larger average cell sizes, as was also found by Taylor et al. (2008) . The comb-builders in some colonies likely follow the foundation base more accurately than others, making actual cell size a much more reliable measure than foundation base.
When actual cell size was examined in depth, it was found that susceptible colonies did benefit from the small cell size: Cells of smaller average diameter showed slightly lower mite infestation rates as well as a significant increase in delayed reproduction, non-reproduction, and male offspring absence, all factors contributing to a lower mite reproductive success. No effect was found on mite infertility; however, the rates of infertility were very low in general within this study. In contrast, there was no significant effect of cell size in surviving colonies for any measured parameter; therefore, a smaller cell size does not appear to work together with other mechanisms reducing mite reproduction used by naturally-surviving populations Oddie et al. 2017) . The observation that the infestation rate was affected in the susceptible receiver colonies, but not in the surviving ones, may point to an effect put upon infested cells by the surviving phenotype, though at this point, it can only be speculated as to how this has occurred. If the adult-mediated trait does remove infested cells, it is possible the process is not affected by the size of the cell. The results for susceptible colonies at least align with those found in several previous studies: Message and Gonçalves (1995) uncovered a difference in V. destructor infestation rate and number of female mite deutonymphs between Cell size effect on mite-surviving bees cells of 4.5-4.6 mm and those of 4.9-5.1 mm. Maggi et al. (2010) and Piccirillo and De Jong (2003) found differences in the rate of mite infestation between large and small cell sizes. Size ranges in both studies were comparable to the sizes used in this study. Maggi et al. (2010) also investigated mite reproductive rate, but found no significant effect while our dataset uncovered a small but significant reduction. A study in New Zealand (Taylor et al. 2008 ) did not find a significant influence of cell size on mite reproductive success but found an increase in infestation rate on smaller cell sizes. Berry et al. (2009) found similar results, overall mite populations were higher in colonies reared on the smaller cell size when they compared entire colonies given small or large comb sizes (4.9 ± 0.08 and 5.3 ± 0.04 respectively). These varying results provide evidence that there are parameters that have yet to be considered regarding V. destructor mite population dynamics in relation to the size of brood cells. It is possible that the different methods and environments of each study are contributing to the mixed results. Changing parameters within a colony such as cell size may change the behavior of the bees to the point where they create unmeasured differences between themselves and a control population. To give an example of this, the study performed by Piccirillo and De Jong (2003) only used bees accustomed to a small cell size for their trials Figure 2 a The proportion of infested honeybee (Apis mellifera ) worker brood cells in which Varroa destructor foundresses failed to produce viable female offspring relative to the average cell diameter on the frames in surviving (gray) and susceptible colonies (black). A significant negative correlation was observed in susceptible colonies (n = 301, χ 2 = 6.32, p = 0.012). b The proportion of infested honeybee (Apis mellifera ) worker brood cells that displayed a delay in Varroa destructor reproduction and average cell diameter on frames in surviving (gray) and susceptible colonies (black). A significant negative correlation was observed in susceptible colonies (n = 301, χ 2 = 5.30, p = 0.021). c The proportion of infested honeybee (Apis mellifera ) worker brood cells without Varroa destructor males and average cell diameter on frames in surviving (gray) and susceptible colonies (black). A significant negative correlation was observed in susceptible colonies (n = 301, χ 2 = 6.61, p = 0.010). d The proportion of Varroa destructor infested honeybee (Apis mellifera ) worker brood in relation to the average diameter of the cells on frames in surviving (gray) and susceptible (black) receiver colonies. A significant positive correlation was found in susceptible colonies (n = 1898, χ 2 = 260.13, p < 0.001).
and found higher infestation rates on the larger cell size comb. Taylor et al. (2008) used bees accustomed to the large cell size and found higher infestation rates on smaller comb, and both studies provided their bees with pre-built comb from another source for at least one of the treatment groups. Ellis et al. (2009) used bees accustomed to each cell size; they were kept on for the experiment and found no significant differences in overall mite population. It should then be said that the cell size on which the bees were reared as well as the origin of the comb used should be taken into consideration when analyzing highly variable parameters such as overall colony mite infestation rate and V. destructor foundress fecundity. Our study also introduced frames built out by other colonies, yet only two frames were given and kept within the colonies, and only for a single brood cycle; this may not have introduced enough change to elicit a response from the bees. Our study delved into V. destructor mite reproductive parameters in depth, investigating not only viable offspring number, but also proportion of delayed reproduction, nonreproduction, infertility, and male presence, all valuable parameters when considering mite reproductive success . The fact that we found significant patterns in all of these, save infertility, indicates that cell size does not affect just one parameter largely, but may have small, combined effects in each differing parameter that create an additive difference. Olszewski et al. (2014) found that rearing mite-susceptible bees on foundation size of 4.93 mm (compared to 5.56 mm) increased hygienic behavior performed, though this study could find no significant link to this elevated behavior and the number of immature mites found on the bottom boards. Olszewski et al. (2014) did suggest that small cell size could synergize with hygienic behavior in some populations but not in others depending on the level of hygienic behavior and the bees' adaptability to a smaller cell size. Within-colony variation in our study was large, making it difficult to isolate strong effects, but even between only 10 colonies, a distinct pattern was observed. This study, however, was not long term and could not take into account the Cell size effect on mite-surviving bees effect of small cell size on the overall population dynamics of V. destructor in the test colonies, so the ability of small cell size to help control V. destructor cannot be reported here. To find more robust evidence that small cell size affects mite populations in a practical way, colonies would need to be bred and reared on small cell size and compared year-round with those bees from the same genetic background reared on large cells. Measuring cell diameter for each dissected cell individually instead of taking an average on a frame may also allow for a higher resolution of the collected information. Overall, there are many factors to consider when exami n i n g t h e e ff e c t o f s m a l l c e l l s i z e o n V. destructor mite population dynamics. Our study finds evidence that at least in the Nordic ranges of domestic beekeeping, a smaller cell size seems to help reduce the reproductive success of V. destructor , but this effect does not seem entirely relevant for bees already known to survive the parasite by means of natural selection. Indeed, A. mellifera populations in temperate European regions naturally display a larger brood cell size compared to African subspecies. This confers an advantage on the African honeybees in terms of flight abilities solely on the grounds of morphometric dimensions due to a better engine to aircraft mass ratio (Hepburn et al. 1999) . Nevertheless, natural selection has favored larger cell sizes in the temperate regions. This suggests that surviving colder temperatures may be involved. In colder climates, many species adhere to Bergmann's rule (Bergmann 1847) , displaying a trend of larger body sizes at higher latitudes (Cushman et al. 1993; Olson et al. 2009 ), as this is a better adaptation to tolerate low temperatures. Small cell size and its potential to reduce the sizes of worker bees (McMullan and Brown 2006) may then prove a detriment in the long run to populations in higher latitudes, and though it may produce an effect on V. destructor , the overall reduction in competitive ability may render the effect negligible regarding colony survival. Small cell size, though potentially useful in aiding the management of parasites, may not be the key factor in achieving treatment-free, mite-surviving bees in temperate climates.
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